NAVIGATING THE HARDWOOD
TRADING INDUSTRI
Meet Trinh from our headquarter who is The Supply Chain Manager
for Global Timber.

Being Local, Working Global
Since 2013 Trinh H. Hansen has been a familiar face in our Asian team. Trinh
holds a master’s degree in technology-based business development from the
University of Aarhus. Before this, she became a chemical engineer at the Ho
Chin Minh University of Technology. Trinh develop a broad knowledge to
the woodworking industry, while starting her career as developing wooden
coatings to the furniture industry. As a result of her thorough knowledge to
wooden furniture manufactures and large network in Vietnam, she won her
entrance into the Global Timber team.

“A natural upbringing in the wooden furniture business got me working at
Global Timber. The company set high standards for its business and the
possibilities are endless. – If you are willing to put in the work, Global
Timber truly operates on a global market, and even having my training ells
where, this is an inspiring company, that have the world as its playground.”

Connecting our Global Market with Local Customers
Trinh H. Hansen is the Supply Chain Manager at Global Timber. She is primarily affiliated with our Asian team. Trinh plays a central role in connecting our African and European suppliers with our customers in the Asian
market. Her key focus is the Vietnamese market, but also manages the
logistics between Asian customers and shipping from US-, EU- and African-suppliers. One of Trinh’s most distinguished responsibilities is attendance to our Global Timber network in Vietnam.
Trinh travels often to keep a personal relationship, both with existing and
new customers. She takes pride in offering our customers the guidance,
she and the rest of the team can provide and she has a natural eye for new
business opportunities both for us as a supplier, but also for our customers
to gain full use of the purchased product or even by offering an alternative
specie.

From Hui Chi Minh to Aarhus
Today Trinh lives close to Aarhus, Denmark, but was born and raised in Hui
Si Minh City. Her upbringing and culture combined with her professional
knowledge to the wood working industry is of high importance when navigating the hardwood trading industry.
You will always meet Trinh with a smilingly positive attitude and her dedication of conducting professional business gains respect among customers and coworkers.
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